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Section A: Answer ALL questions in this section

Question One (30 marks)
a) Distinguish between the following data warehouse concepts. [3 marks]

i) Data warehouse and data mart
ii) Base cuboid and apex cuboid

iii) Dimension and fact

b) What do we mean by strategic information? Outline and explain five main characteristics
of strategic information. [6 marks]

c) Why were all the past attempts by IT to provide strategic information failures? List five
reasons and explain. [5 marks]

d) Describe five main differences between operational systems and informational systems.
[10 marks]

e) A data warehouse in an environment, not a product. Discuss. [3 marks]
f) State any three factors that indicate the continued growth in data warehousing. [3 marks]

Section B: Answer any TWO questions in this section

Question Two (20 marks)
a) What is meant by data fusion? [2 marks]
b) State THREE reasons why metadata is especially important in data warehousing.

[3 marks]

c) What do we mean by a Web-enabled data warehouse? Describe three of its functional
features. [9 marks]

d) Describe the three options available to integrate ERP with data warehousing.
[6 marks]

Question Three (20 marks)
Consider the following business scenario. The table below shows a 3-D view of sales data for
AllElectronics, according to the dimensions time, item, and location. The measure displayed is
dollars_sold (in thousands).
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nN URQ UUO UV SOP NMUTVSU PU UTO UNU TQS QP RVN SMR UOR NQ QMM

nO VQP UVM SQ SVU NNPMNMOQQN VOR UVQ TSV RO SUO SUM VRO PN RNO

nP NMPOVOQ RV TUV NMPQNMQUQR NMMOVQM TVR RU TOU UNO NMOPPM RMN

nQ NNOVVVO SP UTM NNQONMVNRQ VUQ VTU USQ RV TUQ VRO NMPUPU RUM

Just as relational query languages like SQL can be used to specify relational queries, a data
mining query language can be used to specify data mining tasks. Define a multidimensional
schema for these data using SQL-based data mining query language (DMQL) using two
language primitives, one for cube definition and one for dimension definition syntax for each of
the following:

i) Star schema definition [6 marks]
ii) Snowflake schema definition. [5 marks]

iii) Fact constellation schema definition [9 marks]

Question Four (20 marks)
a) Define data mining. [1 marks]

b) When you are looking for a tool, a data mining tool supporting more than one technique
is worth consideration. Explain any FOUR of criteria for evaluating data mining tools.

[8 marks]
c) Outline FIVE major applications of data mining in the business area. [5 marks]

d) How is data mining different from OLAP? Explain briefly. [6 marks]


